Let your legacy
be their
future

Leaving a gift
in your Will can
make a lasting
difference to
children around
the world
Railway Children has been
reaching and protecting children
who are alone and at risk for
over 25 years. In that time
we’ve changed thousands of
lives and made sure countless
young people are safe from harm.
We couldn’t do it without the
ongoing generosity of our amazing
supporters – people like you.
The children we work with face
violence, abuse and exploitation
every day. No matter where they are
we make sure to reach them before
they are lost to life of trauma
and despair they cannot escape
from. In East Africa, many of the
children we support are struggling
to survive a terrifying life on
the streets. In India they scrape
together a dangerous existence
in extreme poverty in slums and
around the railways and in the
UK we work with those British
Transport Police find running away
from, or unwittingly towards,
extreme danger.

We will not stop fighting for these vulnerable
children and you don’t have to either.
Around the world there are millions of children
living difficult lives that no child should have to
endure. The recent global crisis means they will
face even more difficulties than before – now more
then ever they need our help to recover from the
trauma and devastation that will be felt for
generations to come. The pandemic will leave
behind a legacy of poverty and hardship as it
pushes more people into desperate situations –
but your legacy could help us change that.
It is so important to make a Will and ensure
your loved ones are provided for after
you have gone. If you are able to also
include a gift to us as a charity then
we can carry on changing lives in your
memory for many years to come. It is a
great way of having a positive impact
on future generations without it
costing you anything during your
lifetime and we hope this guide
will reassure you that it can be
a fulfilling decision to make
as well as a straightforward
and simple process.
Terine Keene,
CEO Railway Children

Why making a will is so
important
It is estimated that only half the adult
population of the UK has made a Will. Without
putting the process in place you have no way
of ensuring your loved ones are looked after
and your wishes are respected after you
die. It is vital to make sure you write a
Will if you want to know that the people
and causes you care about will benefit
from the decisions you make now.
If you pass away without making a Will
your estate will be divided based on
laws out of your control and your
wishes may not be carried out. But
if you have made a Will, or amended
an existing one, using the proper
processes then you are in control of
what happens after you are gone.

Jess was first referred to us after British
Transport Police officers saw her hanging around
Leeds station and worried she might be in danger.
She was seen in gangs with older teenagers and
there was a lot of criminal activity going on
within the group – with alcohol and drugs regularly
involved. We’ve helped Jess understand the risks
she is taking and spent time with the family too.
There has been a lot of trauma in the past and
Jess’s mum is worried she is involved in county
lines, moving drugs around for the gangs, and that
she is being sexually exploited too. Our teams
visit the family often, making sure Jess stays safe
at home and that the family has all the support
available from other, already stretched, services
and we won’t stop until we know Jess is safe.

Railway Children’s
Promise to you
•

If you feel able to leave a
gift in your Will, or amend
an existing Will to include
a gift to us, you can trust
us to make sure it is used
to support children who have
no-one else to love and care
for them and change lives for
good.

•

We will use your gift in the
most efficient way, so that it
achieves the greatest impact
for the highest number of
children and families.

•

We will never put you under
any pressure and let you make
any decisions about your
legacy in your own time.

•

We will always respect that
making sure your loved ones
are cared for and provided for
will be your first priority and
they must come first.

•

We will accept that you can
change your mind, at any time,
and will completely understand
if you do so.

•

We will respect your privacy
and never ask you to tell us
about the decisions you make
in your Will - although we
would like to be able to thank
you if you do tell us.

THE FIVE STEP GUIDE TO
MAKING A WILL
Although it is simple and straightforward
to make a Will, we would strongly recommend
using a qualified solicitor to ensure the
documents are legally valid. Before you
start, it is worth considering the following
points and being prepared to explain them to
your solicitor.

CALCULATE THE VALUE OF WHAT YOU OWN

You could use the checklist in the ‘Planning
your Will’ guide to list all of your
property, money and possessions (this is
your estate).

CHOOSE YOUR BENEFICIARIES

This lists everyone you would like to
remember in your Will. Again there is a
guide to this in the ‘Planning your Will’
document.

CHOOSE WHAT TYPES OF GIFTS / LEGACIES
YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE AND TO WHOM

Residuary, Pecuniary or Specific – your
solicitor can discuss with you how different
legacies work and which is best for you.

CHOOSE AN EXECUTOR & MEET A SOLICITOR

An executor is responsible for administering
your estate – they can be a beneficiary. You
can appoint a solicitor or professional to
be an executor, but they may charge a fee.

KEEP YOUR WILL IN A SAFE PLACE

You can ask your solicitor or bank manager
to look after your Will, keeping a copy
yourself, and remembering to let your
executor know where they can find the
original.

THREE WAYS YOU CAN
LEAVE A GIFT TO RAILWAY
CHILDREN
RESIDUARY LEGACY

This type of legacy is when some or all of the
residue of everything you own is donated, after
taxes, charges and specific gifts have been
allocated.

PECUNIARY LEGACY

This is a fixed sum left to a named beneficiary.

SPECIFIC LEGACY

This is when you may choose to leave a specific
item rather than money, such as property,
stocks and shares, jewellery or other
valuables.

Vinay lost his mum at the
age of seven and has faced a
traumatic life ever since, with
his dad turning to alcohol and
regularly coming home drunk.
When we first met him, he was
alone and scared at Katpadi
railway station and we knew
he would be an easy target for traffickers
and those looking to abuse and exploit
vulnerable children. We took him to our
shelter where he could get food and water
and had somewhere safe to stay while we
tracked down his family. Understandably
Vinay was very wary of seeing his father,
but we’ve been working with the whole
family ever since to tackle his dad’s
alcohol problems and help them build a
safer, stronger family unit together.

What you leave behind can
help vulnerable children go
forward
If you decide you are able to leave a gift to
Railway Children in your Will we would love to
hear from you.
Contact our team on 01270 757596 or visit
www.railwaychildren.org.uk/giftinwills

Thank you
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